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Abstrat
In the paper we have presented a tehnique of determining the sattering irregularities (that ause oherent eho) layer
parameters using the Irkutsk IS radar data. It is shown that our tehnique has neessary auray (for height and thikness
- about 2.5 km, for aspet sensitivity - 5dB/degree). Proessing of the experiments 25-26.12.1998 and 15-16.07.2000 has
shown a good agreement of data alulated with the data obtained by other investigators: an average layer height is
110-120km, average layer thikness 5km, average aspet sensitivity - 15dB/degree. The investigation of the experiments
with high temporal resolution allowed us to observe temporal variations of the irregularities layer parameters. The average
thikness and height of the layer does not ontradit the data obtained by other investigators. The investigation of
the experiments with high temporal resolution allowed to detet time variations of the layer parameters. The temporal
variations of the aspet sensitivity are observed by us for the rst time and requires additional investigations.
1 Introdution.
One of the most important eets that aets to the ionospheri and transionospheri radiowave propagation is a sattering
on the inhomogeneities of dierent sales. That is why, when studying the ionosphere they pay valuable attention to
the diagnostis of the ionospheri inhomogeneities. At middle latitudes, the least observed but the most aeting to the
radiosignals propagation are the irregularities elongated with the Earth magneti eld. Sattering by these irregularities has
high aspet sensitivity, that auses a strong dependene of sattered signal amplitude on transmitted and reeived waves
orientation. One of the physial mehanisms of reation of suh inhomogeneities, elongated with the Earth magneti eld,
in the ionospheri E-layer is the growth of two-stream and gradient-drift irregularities. The neessary onditions for the
growth of these irregularities are powerful eletri eld, high eletron-to-ion veloity and high eletron density gradients
existene [Farley, 1963, Buneman, 1963℄. Suh inhomogeneities are observed at high and equatorial latitudes and ould
aet to the reeived signal from 8MHz to 1GHz [Haldoupis, 1989℄. The onditions for arising these inhomogeneities at
mid-latitudes most frequently are satised during strong geomagneti disturbanes. At polar and equatorial latitudes these
requirements are satised in less disturbed onditions [Haldoupis, 1989, St.-Maurie et al., 1989℄. Radiosignals sattered at
these inhomogeneities are known as radioaurora, or oherent eho (CE).The CE signals have been observed at the Irkutsk
IS radar sine 1998. During the last time at the Irkutsk IS radar a number of strong geomagneti disturbanes aompanied
with CE observations have been observed [Zolotukhina et al.,2007℄.
The experiment geometry is shown at g.1. Irkutsk IS radar is a monostati tool and transmits a periodial sequene
of radiopulses. It reeives sattered signal after eah transmitted pulse and averages sattered power from pulse to pulse.
Wide antenna patter allows us to analyze the signal sattered from a big range of radar ranges almost at the same time with
a good time and spatial resolution (1-2 minutes and 15 km. orrespondingly). More detailed the experiment geometry and
the radar harateristis was desribed at [Potekhin et al., 1999℄.
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Fig 1. The geometry of the experiment
Due to the Irkutsk IS radar loation and onstrution peuliarities [Zherbtsov et al., 2002℄ the sattered CE signal usually
has two peaks in the power prole - at ranges 550 and 1100 km orrespondingly, at these ranges the line-of-sight is most
lose to the perpendiular to the magneti eld. As preliminary analysis has shown the peaks shape and loation depend on
the harateristis of sattering irregularities. The aim of this paper is to determine sattering irregularities harateristis
within the therm of a standard model. The task is not a new one. Suh experiments have been made at some radars with
narrow (or steerable) antenna pattern [St.-Maurie et al., 1989, Foster et al., 1992℄. This allow to determine harateristis
of sattering irregularities in terms of layer of irregularities - height of the layer is approximately 110km, layer thikness is
about 10km, sometimes a number of thin layers has been observed at the same time [St.-Maurie et al., 1989℄. The aspet
sensitivity has been investigated at these frequenies by other investigators and gives average estimates of about 15 dB/degree
[Foster et al., 1992℄. Due to the Irkutsk IS radar antenna pattern peuliarities the tehniques used at other radars do not
work - antenna pattern at lower side lobes (used to reeive CE signals) is lose to an isotropi one. That is why the aim of
the paper is to obtain a stable algorithm for determining the harateristis of the layer with irregularities - the height, the
thikness and the aspet sensitivity of irregularities from the power prole dependene on range.
2 The model of the sattered signal.
For solving the delared aim the numerial modelling has been made to obtain a dependene of CE power prole on radar
range and sattering layer harateristis. The observed power prole is produed by sattering on irregularities generated
during strong geomagneti disturbanes in ionospheri E-layer and elongated with the Earth magneti eld.
The model (1) used to desribe average power of the sattered signal on radar range (power prole P (R)) inludes aspet
sensitivity of sattered signal in exponential form [Foster et al., 1992℄ (with auray of an arbitrary multiplier):
P (R) = f(E)
∫
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f(E)- dependene on the eletri eld;
u(2R−r
c
)-sounding signal pulse shape;
g(
−→r
r
)-antenna pattern;
h- height at the sattering point;
h0- layer height, △h-layer thikness, △ϕ- aspet sensitivity;−→
B - vetor of magneti eld;
−→r - vetor from the observation point to the sattering point.
The alulation has been made is based on the international referene model for magneti eld (IGRF) and the Irkutsk
IS radar antenna pattern model (urrently used by us) g(
−→r
r
). As a model of sattering irregularities a Gaussian layer with
irregularities has been hosen, haraterized by its height h0 and thikness △h. Spetral density of the irregularities, whih
denes the aspet sensitivity of the sattered signal power from the magneti eld was hosen in exponential form. This
dependene is dened by the aspet sensitivity △ϕ and by the angle between line-of-sight and magneti eld
−→
B . The eletri
eld E eets in the sattered power is inluded as some multiplier f(E). The shape of the transmitted pulse u(t) was also
taken into onsideration. The oordinate enter
−→r = 0 orresponds to the antenna enter.
At g.1 power proles, whih were obtained by the desribed model for dierent parameters h0,△h,△ϕ, are shown.
The red-olor line orresponds to the average parameters of irregularities. From this gure one an see that proles for the
dierent parameters an hange drastially.
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Fig.2 Model power proles for the dierent model values
The searh of unknown parameters h0,△h,△ϕ over the experimentally measured power proles was made by the searh
of the orrelation oeient over the number of preliminary alulated model proles (2). The indexesmod and exp for power
proles orresponds to the power proles alulated from the model and for experimental power proles orrespondingly.
The aumulation
Σ
i
should be made over the radar range disreets Pi = P (Ri, h0,△h,△ϕ).
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The searh of the onstant C whih denes the noise level (ionospheri and eletronial noise) was made aording to the
funtional (2) maximum ondition in form (3). It ould be rewritten in form of the linear equation for C (4):
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The range of layer height values was hosen from 100 to 125 km, layer thikness - from 2.5 to 20 km, aspet sensitivity
- from10 t0 25dB/grad. With the step of 2.5 km for height and thikness, and 2.5dB/grad for aspet sensitivity the model
power proles have been alulated and summarized as a matrix. To hek the stability of the solution, inluding the presene
of the noise, a number of tests has been made to test its stability at all model parameters ombinations. The testing has
been made by adding noises whih orrespond both to the ionospheri noise and statistial noise whih arise due to limited
number of samples used for averaging. During the testing 3 variants of the noise have been used. Averaging has been made
over 500 single soundings:
1. The noise with onstant average amplitude that orresponds to the ionospheri noise. In this ase the noise amplitude
was 2% from the power prole maximum.
2. The noise with amplitude that is proportional to the power signal at given radar range, it orresponds to the statial
noises. The amplitude of the noise was 4% from the urrent power prole value (at given height).
3
3. Low-frequeny noise, orresponding to the reeiving tehnique auses. Noise amplitude was 2% from the power prole
maximum, frequeny was within atual lters bandwidth used for experiments.
The error distributions for testing results are shown at g.3. Green olor orresponds to the low-frequeny noise, blue olor
orresponds to the ionospheri-like noise, magenta olor orresponds to the statistial noise. At the left top of the gure -
the results for the layer height, at the right top - for the layer thikness, at the bottom - for the aspet sensitivity. From this
gure it is lear that aspet sensitivity is less stable parameter to alulate, the most stable parameters are layer height and
thikness. When alulating aspet sensitivity, the algorithm provides less stable results, but inspite of this it gives a good
preision, and errors with amplitudes more than model disreet 2.5dB/degree do not exeed 2% of all the tested samples.
The algorithm provides less stability for low-frequeny noises.
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Fig.3 Errors distribution of inverting of noised model data.
In addition to testing the model inversion auray in presene of the noise, a testing of the experimental data was made
in presene of the same noises. The obtained results dier from the results obtained when inverting the model proles in
presene of the noise. The most stable parameters are still layer height and thikness. The less stable is aspet sensitivity,
that was alulated with unsuessful auray. As opposed to the testing of the model data, the testing of the experimental
data provides non-symmetrial error distributions, and in number of ases does not provide the neessary auray. This
eet ould be explained by the fat that a number of ases we ould not dene as 'oherent eho'. Inspite of this the number
of parameters erroneously dened (that are out of model auray) is pretty small, and this allows us to suggest the model
as adequate to the experiment data.
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Fig.4a Errors distribution of inverting noised experimental data ( 25-26.09.1998 experiment)
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Fig 4b. Errors distribution of inverting noised experimental data ( 16.07.2000 experiment)
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3 Disussion.
During the work the data obtained at Irkutsk IS radar was proessed for strong geomagneti storms on 25-26.09.1998 and
15-16.07.2000. The data proessing has shown a suessful agreement between the model and the experimental data (more
than a half of the experimental proles agrees with the experimental data, with the orrelation oeient 0.98, and in 90% of
oherent eho observation ases the orrelation oeient is no less than 0.94). At g.5a-b the dependene of the parameters
(inverted with the desribed tehnique) on time is shown. From the g.5a-b one an see that time dependene of irregularities
layer parameters (espeially its height and thikness) usually has smooth time variations. So we an explain power prole
time dependene by variations of these parameters. This allows us to suppose the orretness of the model for desription of
the experimental data.
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Fig 5a Experimental data proessing results for 25-26.09.1998 experiment.
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Fig 5b Experimental data proessing results for 15-16.07.2000 experiment.
The fast variations observed espeially in aspet sensitivity time variations ould be aused by the following:
1. Non-optimal time resolution of the experimental data (for now ~ 4 minutes)
2. Latitudinal hanges of the model parameters, not inluded into onsideration. It is the eletron-ion drift veloity, that
ould ause the most signiant hanges of any parameter.
3. Errors in the Irkutsk IS radar antenna pattern model (urrent model has not been alibrated at lower sidelobes,
aeting to the power prole shape)
4. Not inluding into onsideration an azimuthal aspet sensitivity of the irregularities (the model of sattered signal
is isotropi in the plane perpendiular to the magneti eld, due to the fat that we do not know eletri eld diretion
exatly).
4 Conlusion
In the paper we have presented a tehnique of determining the sattering irregularities (that ause oherent eho) layer
parameters using the Irkutsk IS radar data. It is shown that our tehnique has neessary auray (for height and thikness -
about 2.5 km, for aspet sensitivity - 5dB/degree). Proessing of the experiments 25-26.12.1998 and 15-16.07.2000 has shown
a good agreement of data alulated with the data obtained by other investigators: an average layer height is 110-120km,
average layer thikness 5km, average aspet sensitivity - 15dB/degree [Foster et al., 1992℄.
The investigation of the experiments with high temporal resolution allowed us to observe temporal variations of the
irregularities layer parameters. The average thikness and height of the layer does not ontradit the data obtained by
other investigators [Haldoupis, 1989, Foster et al., 1992℄. The investigation of the experiments with high temporal resolution
allowed to detet time variations of the layer parameters. The temporal variations of the aspet sensitivity are observed by
us for the rst time and requires additional investigations.
The work was done under support of RFBR grant #07-05-01084-a.
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